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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1. The Commission considers that the policy of the exploitatian 
of marine resources should be based on three essential elements: 
- The setting of TACs which determine both the total quantity which can be 
fished and the share available to the Community; 
- the quotas allocated to each Member State; 
the establishment of t~e conditions governing fishing operations. 
The present proposal of the Commission, has the objective of bringing 
together these three elements which, in the opinion of the Commission, 
are closely inter"l inked. 
2. The Commission has carefully considered the scientific advice on Total Allowable 
Catches CTACs) p-rovided by the International Counc-il for the Exploration of the 
Sea (ICES). However, as $tated in its Communication to the Council (1), it is 
fully aware that the man~gement of fish stocks cannot be based on purely 
scientific consideration$ but that socio-economic conditions are also a 
governing factor. Fisheries must be managed for the benefit of fishermen and 
take account of consumer interests. 
3. Given that most of the fish stocks i~ Community waters are over-exploited, it is 
necessary to keep the level of catches at a lower level than could be obtained. 
This short-term inconvenience will permit a long-term increase in the stocks of 
fish, making possible more stable catches from one year to the next and average 
catches higher than the average now and the possibility of higher catch per 
unit effort. The problem of management is to deci~e how quickly over-fishing 
can be reduced. Large reductions in the amount of fishing now ~ill bri-ng-
long-term benefits more,Quickly but 3t ~~?1tcr short-term e:onomic co~ts 
th~n small re~uctions~ 
(1) COM (79) 686 final of 21 November 1979. 
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4. The TACs for joint stocks and for those stocks for which the TACs 
are negotiated in the framework of international agreements, such as 
those in the Community zone of the Baltic Sea, are based on the 
agreements reached or negotiated. These TACs are fixed and cannot be 
modified unilaterally. The TACs agreed for the North Sea stocks 
imply a . reduction in the rates of fishing in 1982 compared with 
those in 1981. 
5. These reductions are in Line with the Commission's ·general conservation policy.How-
everJhe Commission recognizes that it would involve severe economic 
consequences to the Community's fleets if similar reductions in the 
rate of fishing were applied to all stocks. In order to achieve a 
balance between long-term and short-term economic effects, the 
Commission has therefore decided, as a general rule, to set the TACs 
for the autonomous stocks at levels which involve no reductions in 
fishing rates from their 1981 Levels. 
6. The Commission has maintained precautionary TACs where it considers these 
appropriate and necessary. Precautionary TACs serve three main functions, 
not necessarily the same for all stocks: firstly they prevent misreporting 
of catches to areas where catch restrictions would not otherwise operate; 
nor does the Commission share the view that specific fisheries can be 
developed for species in areas where these form a minor part of a fishery 
for a mixture of species; secondly, in the case oi rapidly expanding 
fisheries, such as that for blue whiting, they provide a limit to over-
expansion during the period in which scientific data are being accumulated 
and thus avoid the possible need to reduce the fisheries once sufficient 
scientific data, on which to base an analytical assessment, have been accumulated; 
thirdly, in the case of species fished mainly for reduction to meal and oil 
and with which there is a large by-catch of valuable human consumption species, 
they provide a calculable upper limit to the total by-catch. 
7. The Commission has not re-instated a precautionary TAC for sandeel because it 
does not consider this justified by the scientific advice available at present 
and because the by-catch in this fishery is negl{gible. 
It has also not proposed a TAC for squid, cuttlefish and octopus in ICES sub-
areas VI, VII and VIII <EC zone) because the biology of these species makes it 
inappropriate to set a TAC. 
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8. In accordance with the Draft Statement of the Council Minutes considered by the 
Permanent Representatives Committee (1), it has been clarified that all catches, 
including by-catches, in general count against the quota. The Commission has also 
ascertained from ICES that the TACs for North Sea haddock and whiting recommended 
by ICES include the industrial by-catches. The Commission has estimated the amount 
of these by-catches which is attributable to the Community. As a result and in con-
sequence of the agreement reached with Norway for 1982 on joint stocks where this 
phenomenon occurs, the Community shares of the haddock and whling stocks in the 
North Sea now appear net of by-catches. 
9. The Commission has enlarged the geographical regions to which some of the TACs 
refer_ This has been done to prevent mis-reporting of catches to areas to which 
TACs do not apply and is designed to facilitate enforcement by Member States. 
As the additional areas do not contain any additional catch possibilities for 
the species concerned, there are no consequential changes in the TACs. 
10. Because the TAC for haddock in the Rockall area (ICES division VIb) has been 
increased considerably on the advice of ICES and the Consultative Committee on 
Fisheries, this is now shown separately from that for West of Scotland 
(ICES division VIa) in order to facilitate its allocation. 
11. As regards the TACs for herring, the Commission has proposed TACs which take 
into account the latest scientific advice and the results of negotiations 
with Norway. The Commission will review the TACs for the Celtic Sea and 
Blackwater stocks of herring during the course of 1982, as and when new 
scientific advice becomes available. 
12. The Commission reserves the right to revise its proposal for the TAC of salmon 
in NAFO 1 taking account of the Community's obligations under the fisheries 
agreement with Canada and following new scientific advice which ACFM might 
give, during its meeting in July, on the basis of the Report of the competent 
ICES Working Group. 
(1) Council Doe. 11655/80 of 10 December 1981 concerning the Proposal for a 
Regulation establishing certain supervisory measures, re Article 10 (b). 
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13. As far as the conditions of fishing are concerned, the Commission's proposals 
remain essentially unc~anged from its proposals made in 1981 (1), taking 
account of the modification of TACs and quotas, except concerning the 
following items : 
i) As far as the Limitation of mackerel fishery South-West of England is concerned, 
the Commission considers that the relevant disposition of Article 15, paragraph 1 
of the Draft Council Regulation laying down technical measures for the con-
servation of fishery resources provide the most balanced and best enforceable 
solution for the conservation of the mackerel stock, except that the limitation 
period for 1982 should be extended in view of scientific advice and taking account 
of the practical need to open the fishery for a certain period of time before 
the end of the year. 
ii) The proposal on the level of by-catch in the sprat fishery has been revised 
in order to take account of the latest scientific advice from ICES, which 
identifies four areas, three on the east coast of the UK and one off the 
coast of Denmark in which, on average, the by-catch of herring is very high 
in certain seasons. It is proposed that these areas shall be closed to 
sprat fishing during these seasons. At other times and throughout the North 
Sea in general, the permitted by-catch of herring would be 10% by weight. 
iii) Articles 10 and 11 as well as Article 12 include, for the sake of completeness, 
the provisions of the negotiated Agreement on the regulation of fisheries in 
the Skagerrak and the Kattegat in 1982 between the EEC, Norway and Sweden, 
which will be~ome applicable by the adoption of the Council Regulation 
on the conclusion of that Agreement (2). Moreover, Article 10 paragraph 2a) 
in connection with Article 6 reflects the position taken by the Community 
in the Agreed Record of conclusions of fishery consultations between Norway, 
Sweden and the Community of 5 May 1982, that in Skagerrak/Kattegat as in the 
North Sea inextricably mixed by-catches of herring do not count against the 
quota. 
(1) COMC81) 79 final of 6 March 1981 
COM(81) 455 final of 24 July 1981 
(2) Commission proposal of 25 March 1982 (COMC82) 148 final) 
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14. As far as the allocation of quotas between Member States is concerned 
the Commission has applied, with the exemptions given below, the same 
criteria and methods as those described in the Explanatory Memorandum 
to its quota proposal for 1981 of 24 July 1981 (COM(81) 435 final). The 
underlying figures fo~-1982 are given ;n Doe. of 
15. The quota proposals for herrings are based on the Working Document 
of the Commission Services, SEC(8l)l999 final of 10 December 1981. 
Hague Preferences have been allowed at 5~ which is a small increase 
on the percentage used by the Commission in regard to herring distri-
bution in its quota proposal of July 1981 in VIa. Allocation is made not 
on a stock-by-stock basis but on a global basis, in accordance with the terms 
of the Working Document. 
Ho compensation has 'been allowed in 1982 for jurisdictional losses as 
sufficient resources are not available. 
16. The Commission accepts the argument that quota allocations should not be made 
for 1982 in the .case of stocks for which the fisheries are still developing 
and for which there is little if any historic experience. Consequently quota 
allocations are not proposed for Norway pout, horse mackerel and blue whiting. 
17. The Commission notes that some fisheries which take place mainly in the 
North Sea also extend slightly into the Skagerrak and consequently, has 
proposed small quqta allocations in division Ilia for cod, plaice and 
sole which reflect traditional fisheries in this ICES division. 
18. The Commission also reminds Member States that it encourages the exchange 
of quotas between them, in conformity with Article 5 of its amended proposal 
for a regulation establishing a Community system for the conservation and 
management of fishery resources (COM(81> 80 final of 5 March 1981), in order 
to facilitate their fishing pract.ices. The Commission invites Member States 
to transfer to other Member States, to the extent possible, that part of 
their quota which they do not intend to use during the fishing season in 1982. 
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19. The Commission, bearing in mind its modified proposal for Articles 4, 
6, 7 and 8 of the draft regulation concerning the basic principles of the 
Common Fisheries Policy,considers that stability of fishing activity on each 
stock concerned and a rational organisation of fishing effort in coastal 
regions are essential objectives of a policy meant to guarantee to maritime 
populations the durability of their activities. 
20. When formulating its proposal stock by stock for 1982, the Commission 
has intended to create a base of reference for a quota policy aiming, 
as far as possible, to assure stable and durable fishing activities. 
For these purposes the Commission has taken into account the characteristics 
of the activities of each Member State and their dependence with regard to 
the different regions with geographical influence. 
PROPOSAL FOR COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing for certain fish stocks and groups of fish stocks in the 
Community fishing area lOtal allowable catches for 1982 the share , 
of these catches available to the Community, the allocation of this 
share between the Member States and the conditions under which the 
total allowable catches may be fished. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community land in particular Article 43 thereot7~, 
Having.regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No /8?.·of establishing 
a Community system for the conservation and management of fishery 
resources <1>, and in particular Articles 3, 4 and 11 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
[Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament <2i7~ 
Wher~as in order to ensure the protection of fishing grounds and 
fish stocks and balanced exploitation to the resources of the sea, 
i~ the interests of both fishermen and consumers there should be 
fixed each year for the species catches of which must be restrictej, 
a total allowable catch CTAC) per stock or group of stocks and the 
share of these catches available to· the Co~m~nity given' its commitments to 
third countries, 
Whereas in order to ensure effective mana1ement of these TACs 
rules on fishing operati~n$ should be set, 
(1) OJ No 
LT2> OJ No J 
~ The text within brackets would be included if the Regulation 
estab~ishing a Community system for the conservation and 
management of resour~es were not adopted by the Council. 
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Whereas to ensure effective management, the total allowable catches 
available for the Community in 1982 should be allocated among the 
Member States in an equitable way, 
Whereas to make an equitable allocation of resources particular 
account must be taken of traditional fishing activities, the specific 
needs of areas particularly dependent on fishing and its dependent 
industries and the loss of fishing potential in the waters of third 
countries, 
Whereas in the case of stocks for which the fisheries are still 
developping and for which little, if any, scientific data are available, 
such as horse-mackerel, blue whiting and norway pout, it does not appear 
necessary to make quota allocations, 
Whereas in regard to herring stocks, quota proposals for 1982 must 
necessarily have an "ad hoc" basis and cannot form a basis for future 
years, 
Whereas the allocation of the TAC for shrimp in the zone of French 
Guyana has been established by Regulation (EEC) N° /82 of the 
Council of laying down certain measures ror the conservation 
and management of fishery resources applicable to vessels flying the 
flag of certain non-member countries in the 200 nautical mile zone off 
the coast of the French department of Guyana (1)r 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. The provisions of the following articles set for 1982 for certain 
fish stocks and groups of fish stocks occuring in the Community's fishing 
zone total allowable catches per stock or group of stocks, the 
share of these catches available to the Community, the allocation 
of this share between Member States and the specific conditions 
under which the stocks may be fished. 
(1) O.J.L. 
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2. -The sub-areas, divisions or subdivisions of the NAFO referred to 
in this Regulation are described in Annex III to Council Regulation 
(EEC) N° 3179/78 of 28 November 1978 concerning the conclusion by 
the European Economic Community of the Convention on Future Multi-
lateral Co-operation in the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (1), as 
last amended by Regulation (EEC) N° 654/81 (2). 
-The definition of the ICES areas referred to in this Regulation 
is given in a Communication of the Commission (3). 
3. -In this Regulation: The Skagerrak is delimited on the West by a 
line drawn from the Hanstholm lighthouse to the Lindesnes lighthouse 
and on the South by a line drawn from the Skagen lighthouse to the 
Tistlarna lighthouse and from this point to the nearest point on 
the Swedish coast. 
-The Kattegat is delimited on the North by a line drawn from the 
Skagen lighthouse to the Tistlarna lighthouse and from this point 
to the nearest point on the Swedish coast and on the South by a 
line drawn from Hasentt-e Head to Gniben Point, from Korshage to 
Spodsbj~rg and from Gilbjerg Cape to Kullen. 
(1) OJ N° L 378, 20.12.1978, p. 1 
(2) OJ N° L 69, 14.3.1981, p. 1 
(3) OJ N° c 5, 9.1.1982, p. 2. 
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TITLE 1 
Total allowable catches and share available to the Community. 
Article 2 
The total allowable catches (TAC) for stocks or groups of stocks 
to which Community rules apply occur1ng in waters placed under the sovereignty 
or jurisdiction of the Member States and the share of these catches 
available to the Community are set for 1982 in Annex I. 
~rticle 3 
The Council acting by qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, may amend Annex I to this Regulation to take account, 
as appropriate, of any new scientific information that becomes 
available, of any changes in the other factors on which the provisions 
of this Regulation are based and of any changes that may be made in 
agreements with third countries on their quotas in the Community 
fishing zone~x 
TITLE II 
Allocation between Member States of Community share of stocks and 
groups of stocks. 
Article 4 
The allocation between the Member States for 1982 of the share · 
available to the Community of total allowable catches of stocks 
or groups of stocks occuring in the Community's fishing zone is 
shown in Annex II. 
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/Article 5 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, may amend Annex II of this Regulation to take account 
of any changes in total allowable catches and in the share of these 
-- -
-available to the Community.:./ x 
TITLE III 
Conditions governing fishing for total allowable catches. 
Article 6 
Notwithstanding the provisions laid down in the footnotes to Annex I 
and in Articles 7, 8 and 10 subparagraph 1 and subparagraph 2a) and b)i) of 
this Reyulation, all catches of species for which quotas are fixed for 1982 may be 
retained on board or landed only within the quotas allocated to the Member State 
concerned. 
Article 7 
When a Member State does not dispose of a positive quota of cod in sub-areas 
ICES XIV and/or NAFO 1, the following provisions apply : 
by-catches of cod in these areas must not exceed 10% by weight of redfish 
catches by vessels which are trawling, 10% by weight of halibut and 
Greenland h~ibut catches by vessels which are longlining and 3% by 
weight of other species. By-catches shall be measured according to the 
provisions of Article 10 of the Council Regulation (EEC) N° /82 
laying down technical measures for the conservation of fishery resources (1), 
but may not be measured until a vessel has been fishing in Greenland 
waters for at least 48 hours. By-catches shall not be counted against 
total allowable catches. 
( 1) O.J. N° 
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- fishing for redfish is prohibited in that part of NAFO sub-area 1 
bounded by a line running due west from the West Greenland baselines 
along parallel 64°30'N to longitude 55°00'W, south to latitude 61°30'N 
longitude 50°30'W and due east to the West Greenland baselines. 
Article 8 
When a Member State does not dispose of a positivequota of halibut in sub-areas 
ICES XIV and/or NAFO 1, by-catches of halibut in these sub-are~.must 
not exceed 3% by weight of catches of other species. By-catches shall 
be measured according to the provisions of Article 10 of Council 
Regulation (EEC) N° /82 but may not be measured until a vessel 
has been fishing in Greenland waters for at least 48 hours. By-catches 
shall not be counted against total allowable catches. 
Article 9 
1 •. For the protection of the "Eastern" stock of mackerel, fishing for 
mackerel is prohibited in ICES zone VIa north of parallel 56°N from 
1 March to 30 April and fro~ 1 November to 31 December. 
2. Trawls, Danish seines or similar nets having mesh sizes smaller 
than those specified for the region concerned in Annex I to Regulation 
(EEC) N° ;82 or purse seines may not be used in the fishing for 
mackerel from 15 February until 1 December in ICES division VIle) west 
of parallel osooo w and in that part of ICES ~ivision VIIf) 
south of parallel 50°30'N. 
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Article 10 
1. When the TAC for herring is nil, by-catches of herring may net be 
landed unless inextricably mixed with catches of sprat or mackerel. 
In such cases the maximum allowable by-catch shall be 10% in the case 
of sprat and 5% in the case of mackerel. 
2. When there is a positive TAC for herring the following rules shall be observed: 
(a) Skagerrak/Kattegat: 
(i) the maximum a~lowable by-catch of herring inextricably mixed 
with other species shall be 10% for sprat and 5% for other 
species when using nets with a mesh size smaller than 32 mm; 
(ii) these percentages shall apply to the weight of herring in 
catches on the deck, in landings or in any representative 
sample weighing more than 100 kg; 
(b) other zones: 
(i) the maximum allowable by-catch of herring inextricably 
mixed with other species shall be 10% for sprat, 5% for 
mackerel and nil in all other cases; 
( i ~ . th'e use -of grading equipment on board fishing vessels is 
prohibited for herring. 
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3. Graded by-catches of herring shall not be landed after the quota has 
been exhausted. 
4. Directed fishing for herring is prohibited in the Skagerrak from 
1 January to 31 March and from 1 October to 31 December. This provision 
does not apply to fishing within two nautical miles of the baselines by 
vessels not exceeding 90 feet and using other types of gear than trawl. 
5. Directed fishing for herring in the Skagerrak and the Kattegat is 
prohibited from 26 July to 29 August. 
6. Fishing for herring is prohibited throughout the year in those waters 
between latitudes 53°00'N and 55°00'N which are situated between the east 
coasts of Ireland and Northern Ireland and a line drawn 12 miles from the 
baselines. 
7. Fishing for herring in the Irish Sea (ICES VIIa) is prohibited throughout 
the year between latitude 53°20'N and a line drawn between the Mull of Galloway 
in Scotland and the Point of Ayre on the Isle of Man in those waters which 
are situated between the west coasts of Scotland, England and Wales and a 
Line drawn 12 miles from the baselines, and from 20 September to 15 November 
in the part of the Irish Sea (ICES VIIa) north of latitude 53°30'N. Logan 
Bay shall, however, be closed to herring fishing throughout the year. 
8. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 6 and 7_ only vessels 
based in ports adjacent to ICES division VIIa) <Mourne stock) may fish 
for herring in this division and the only method of fishing authorized 
shall be drift netting with nets of minimum mesh size 54 mm, stretched mesh. 
The definition of the relevant vessels must have been submitted for 
Commission approval. 
2) 
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Article 11 
1. Directed fis.hi,ng for_.sprat in the Skag~rr.ak .. i!nd th~ Katt~gat is 
prohibited from 1 August to 11 September. 
2. Fishing for sprat is prohibited in ICES statistical rectangles 
42F7 and 41F7 from 1 July to 31 October and in ICES statistical 
rectangles 41E6 and 39E8 and in the inner waters of the Moray 
Firth west of parallel 3°30'W from 1 October to 31 March. 
3. For the purposes of this ~egulation, ICES rectangles 41F7 and 42F7 
_are bounded by a line running due west from the West coast of Denaark 
along parallel 56°00'N to longitude 7°00'E, due north to latitude 
57°00'N and due east to the West coast of Denmark. 
ICES rectangle 41E6 covers the inner waters of the Firth of Forth 
and is bounded by parallel 3ooo•w. 
ICES rectangle 39E8 is bounded by a line running due east from the 
East coast of Scotland along parallel SSOOO'N to longitude 1ooo•·w, 
due north to latitude 55°30'N and due west to the Scottish coast. 
Article 12 
Trawling and purse seini~g for mackerel, sprat and herring is 
prohibited in the Skagerrak from Saturday midnight to Sunday midnight 
and in the Kattegat from Friday midnight to Sunday midnight. 
Article n 
1. Fishing for salmon in NAFO ~ub-area 1 shall open on 25 August. 
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2. Nets used for fishing salmon in NAFO sub-area 1 must have a minimum 
mesh size of 140 mm. 
Article14 
lthe Council, acting by' qualified majority on a proposal from the. 
Commission, may amend the provisions of Title Ill of this Regulation 
to take accoant of any new scientific information~ x 
TITLE IV 
Final Provisions 
Article 15 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day after its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
ANNEX I 
ANNEX 
'T.\C by ~tock ;,nd b~ secto.r envisag't"d for 1982- Pro:;,ortions .w.1ilable to the Co•'r"unlty 
-
. TAC 1982 Proportions 
Species ICES Division or NAFO zone (in tonnes) available to the Community 
for 19F2 
Cod III a Skagerrak 20.000 
(1) 16.500 
Cod IIIa Kattegat 16.400 
9.900 
-Cod li Ib,c,d ( EC zone) 112.200 110.200 
- 222.850 
:od IV, I I a (EC zone) 235.000 . 
-
:od VI, Vb (EC zdne) 18.500 18.500 
-Cod VII except VII a, VIl I (EC zcne) 12.600 ( +) 12.600 
-Cod VII a 15.000 15.000 
Cod XIV (EC zone)Va(EC zone)XII<EC 15.000 15.000 
-
~V ,._• 
Cod NAFO 1 65.000 65.000 
~ 
C:>d NAFJ 3Ps 28.000 5.1(0 
f-
1-:Jddock I I I a, IIIb,c,d (EC zone> 9.500 ( +) 8.200 
--
l-3ddock IV, I I a CEC zone> 
-,--
180.000 136.980(2). 
-1-addock V la, Vb ( E C zone) 17.000 17.0!JO 
--
!;1:'-:·-;.. "~ t:, 10.000 ( +) 10.000 y.,.__ • 
H l.-:ri.)Ck V! I, .V I I 1 CEC ?one) 3.500 (+) 3.500 
- I I :t"Tti,c,o S;' t r.e I!aCEC ;: .''k) , 1 I I a, 125.000 V, f>:r ""'"n' 65.500 
--S 1 it he VI, Vb (E_( zone) 26.000 (+) 26.000 
--
S lit he Vi 1, V 11 I (EC zone) 5 i 100 (+) 5,100 
-
!Jtitina I! I a Skaqerrak 4.650 (+) 3.850 
Whitina Ilia Katteqat 17 'iOO (+) 1c; P.nn 
~ 1 it i n51 IIIb,c,d CEC zon~) 2.000 (+) 
. 2 .0(10 
~,it ing IV !I a (EC zone) 170.000 88.340 (3) 
I 
1tl'1i t in51 VI, Vb CEC zone) 16.400 16.400 
,!.·'it i ng VII a 12.000 12.0CO 
... 
:ihit ;,9 V I I except VII a 20. 500 (+) 20.500 
-
=>la ice I I la Skagerrak 10.000 (+) '9.4[·0 
::~'a ice 
-
Ilia Kattegat 7.000 (+) 6.300 
-
----· - --
P.uiC'-' 
-
IIIb,c,d (EC zone) 4.800 (+) 4.800 
_t ai ce IV, I la (EC zone) 140.000 130.000 
P aice VI, Vb (EC zone) 1.610 (+) 1.610 
-
P .aice VII a 3.600 3.600 
-
~ a~ce VIIb,c lcQ ~+l - _j(lQ 
::> .a ice Vlld,e 
., zoo f-__.l..Zfrl 
-
(±l 
, ilice n r t ,q 1.410 1.410 
. ----- ·-
i> aice .- J ! I ( F C .' r. r .. l 250 (+) 25•l 
--
-
--
' • ·~aoe 4 fbl' ffiotnotes 
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·-
..... 
TAC 1982 
Proportions 
SPECIES ICES DIVISION OR NAFO ZONE available to (in tonnes) the Community 
for 1982 
1-
P11erican Plaice NAFO !, Ps 5.000 550 
--
. 
1-. itch NAFO 3 Ps 3.000 '410 
$'.)le Ilia, IIIb,c,d (EC zone) 600 (+) 600 
-
20.800 
S >le IV, IIa, (EC zone) 20.800 ' 
--
-
~ >~e VI Vb (EC zone) 50 (+) 
50 
, 
SJle · VII a ; 1.600 
1.600 
. 
Sole VIIb,c 50 (+) 50 
---
·-S·1le VI Id 2.000 (+) 2.000 
S J le VIle 1.300 (+) ~. 300 ------~ 
-· j'>le -VI If ,g 1.300 1. 300 
--·---
_f,le VI Il (EC zone) 3.100 ( +) :;.1(10 
·--
zone> l Hb ~gflg > . 
""'::u-k<?rel I I I a IV IIa(EC 25.000 . 0 
---
.~::.r-kPrPI VI Vb(EC zone), VII,VIII(EC zon 300.000 nt .. ooo 
--
Snr::.t IIIa 77.000 ( + )' 48.000 
1--~-at I I I b, c, d · ( E C . zone) 3.400 (+) 3.400 
--
._~J;!ra t IV, I la (EC zone) 40t1.000 (+) 325.00[) 
----., 
mackerel (EC zone) H:>rse IV, VI,VII,VIII 250.000 (+) 244.000 
·- ---
1-~-lke I I la, IIIb,c,d (EC zone) 1.300 (+) 1.3UO 
-
... ------~---
.!! •ke IV,Vb(EC zone)VI,VII,VIII(EC zor e 36.500 (+) 27.0[10 
----·---
l\1·chovies VIll 32.000 (+) 3.000 
·-
----
-~· ,r:-way pout IIIa,IV(EC-zone), !Ia(EC-zone) 361.000 (+) 321. 000 
··------
•. ~UP whiting IV,'(EC-zone>,vi;VII,*fbfEE-i88~> 580.000 (+) 415.00U 
-----
S. ndrel ·- XIV(fC zone) Vb (EC zone) 0 0 (4) 
--S.ndeel NAFO 1 0 0 (4) 
---
---· ·---
-
-~--
-----
·- ·-~.' 
-- -
·--
- ---
- ----
-
---
------
------
-
---=J 
See page 4 for footnotes. 
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TAC 1982 Proportions 
SPECIES ICES DIVISION OR NAFO ZONE (in tonnes) available to the Commu~ity for 
10R2 i.r+-tnnrH><:: l_ 
Redfish V (EC zone>, XIV (EC zone> 42.000 41.500 
Redfish NAFO 1 10.000 9.500 
-
Redfish NAFO 3Ps 18.000 2.000 
-
~reenland halibut V (EC zone>, XIV (EC zone) 3.950 3.200 
Greenland halibut NAFO 1 20.000 7.c50 
(5) 
-dalibut XIV (EC zone) ' 220 
(+) 220 
.. 1.000 1.000 Halibut NAFO 1 
(+) 
.. 
--
:;hri mp XIV(EC zone) V (EC zone> 5.500 (+) 3.050 
1-. 
~;hrimp NAFO 1 30.000 28.650 
-
~;:1rimp French Guyana (6) (t,) 
.JI!:'rring Ill a 60.000 25.400 
···-
1-:~' r r i nC] IIIb,c,d ci:c 2one) 34.900 33.900 
1-:!.! r r i no IVa, I la (fC zone) 0 0 
~-t rrir,n IVb n 0 
._!:'~rring IVcCBlackwater stock except)VIId 60.000 58.000 (7) 
t-.!:'frrinq IVc (Blackwater stock) (~) 0** 0** (9) 
_tf~rring VIa (North) (10) ,VIb, Vb<ECzone) 70.000 56.;'00 
Herrina VIa (South) ( 11). 11.000 11.000 
--
.!f~rring VIa, Clyde stock ( 12) 2.500 2. ·.oo 
-
Herrinq .. VII a ( 1.5) Mourne stock ( 14) 600 (>00 
1---
!f~rr in~ VII a ( 13) Manx stock (15) 3.200 3 .<'OC 
J!~rring VIle 500 (+) 500 
Heoring VI If 0 0 
1---
~-~·ring Vllg-k .<1o) 9antry Bay excepted) 0 ** ~* ( 1l) 
He·rino 1-- ·' VIIg-k (Bantry Bay) 
.. 6.000 ** 6. 0•)0** 
r£~:f ish NAFO 1 6.000 6.01)0 
Ca>elin XIV (EC zone), V (EC zone) 210.000 ( +) 80.01)0 
-
~,2. .. 110n I!Ib,c,d CEC zone) 850 8~·0 
~~·'lon NAFO 1 : West of 44° West - 1. 2'·3 
See pages 4 and 5 for footnotes. 
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FOOTNOTES 
(1) Excluding 1.600 tonnes attributed to Norwegian coastal zone • 
. (2) Excluding estimated 9720 tonnes of industrial by-catch. 
• (3) Excluding estimated 64.640 tonnes of industrial by-catch. 
(4) Except for certain catch possibilities for experimental purposes. 
CS) 12.000 t not allocated. 
(6) See Regulation (EEC) N° /82 of 1982. 
(7) For the period 1 October 1982 to 28 February 1983. 
(8) Maritime region of the Thames estuary between Felixstowe and Nortt 
Foreland within 6 miles fro'm the U.K. baselines. 
(9) TAC and quota are for period 1 October 1982 to 31 r~arch 1983. 
(10) Reference is to the herring stock in ICES division VIa, north of 
56°N and in that part of VIa which is situated east of 7°W and 
north of 55°N, excluding the Clyde a·s defined in· footr:10te <12). 
<11) Reference is to the herring stock in ICES division VIa, south of 
56°N and west of 7°W, and in ICES divisions VIIh,c. 
(12) Maritime area situated to the North-East of a line drawn behJeen 1:he 
Mull of Kintyre and Corsewall Point. 
(13) ICES zone VIIa is reduced by the zone added to the Celtic Sea bounded: 
- to the North by latitude 52°30'N, 
- to the South by latitude 52°00'N, 
- to the West by the coast of Ireland, 
- to the East by the coast of the United Kingdom. 
(14) Reference is to the herring stock within 12 mites of the east coa!.t 
of Ireland and of Northern Ireland between 53°00'N and 55°00'N. 
<15) Reference is to the herring stock in the Irish Sea (ICES zone VII<•> 
excluding the zone referred to in footnote ( 14) • 
(16) Increased by ··zone bounded: 
- to the North by latitude 52°30 I N., 
- to the South by latitude 52°00'N, 
- to the West by the coast of IreLmd, 
- to the East by the coast of the United Kingdori1. 
5 
(17> Irela~d is authorized to carry out directed fishing for herring 
up to 1.000 tonnes by boats based in ports adjacent to this area~ 
provided that the only method of fishing allowed is drift nettin'J • 
with nets the size of which is not less than 54 mm, stretched me;h, 
and that the definition of the boats in question is subject to the 
approval of the Commission. 
(+) Prec~utionary TAC. 
** subject to revision following scientific re-assessment. 
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~!~-t:~r Statf' ·t:•Jota 1982 
G'!':;r.;::,l",ical ItESNIAFO tr-~ tC"\' "S .:.':'.:~es D~1ion~ Divi~ion 
BELG H '·' 50 
Cod Skagerrak Ilia oer;:··,.o~ 1 '1, C"·')O (1) 
FED. REP. GERf·lANY 1100 O> 
GREECE 
FR,~CE 
IRELf,:~D 
!TAL Y . 
LUX E :·:;.!')L!RG 
r:ET "~ :)u.~:o s lOO ( ~) 
lJ!,liEii r:lt.GDOi·l 
Availublc for 
l'ienbC'r states 
EEC Totul 16,500 
Cod Kattegat tu a BELG!Wi 
. 
DEW·1ARK 9, ·roo (2) 
FED_. RFP __._ GERr~ANY 200 (3) 
. 
GREECE 
FRAtJ([ 
IRELAND 
!TAL Y .. 
LUXE1·100URG 
NETH{RU,fJCS 
UNITED' KH-:GDOM 
Available for 
Nember states 
EEC Total 9,~00 
--
C1>No fishery for this quota may take place within 4 miles of the baselines o~ the Kingdom 
of Norway and the Kingdo~ of Sweden. 
C2)No fishery for this quota may take place within 3 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom 
of Sweden. 
C3)Fishinq for this quota may ~ot take place, in the Skagerrak, within 12 miles of the b~~c­
lines of the Kingdom of Nor~ay and of the Kingrlom qf Sweden respectively ~nd, in the 
Kattcgat,· within 12 miles of the baselines of the Kingdo~:of Sweden. 
2 
Geo1Jraph;cal ICES/NAFO ~lrmbrr Stat~ Quot~-1982 Species RP,icno; Divic;il')n- in t011"f'5 
Cod Baltic Illb,c,d · . r:FLG J U~~ 
<EC zone) DEN1·1fiRK 80~~()0 
FED. REP. GER~1ANY 5010<·0 
GREECE 
. 
FR,NCE . 
IRELM~D 
ITALY . 
LUXE1·1U0lJRG 
~:ET H!: RLf. '!DS 
-UlliTED KINGDO~I 
Avail<~blt> for 
' ~1crnber statt-s 
EEC Total ·110,2(10 
' Cod North Sea IV BEl.GIUf·1 8.000 
Norwegian Sea I! a <EC zon ) r,r:r;!·'II~K . 44,140 
....ll..Q. REP 1 GERI·:ANY 30,000 
GREECE 
FRAriCE .9,050 
IRELAND 
_ITA~ Y •' 
LUX E 1'[30Uf<G 
NETHERLA':DS 26,8'J() 
UN JTE D K I 1\!GDOM 104,810 
Availabl~ for 
r~('mber states 
'• EEC Total 222,~~)() 
3 
- ~-
.. I :'!::~~;..!"'.ita\. ICES/1,AF~ !'"<!-t:~r St·1':f =-~:~I 198.? :::e-:ies in : .... -::; -3-R~.,ions Division 
' 
eELGIU11 ~o 
·, 
Cod West.of Scot- VI {)[ 11:·1APK 
land, Vb(EC zone) 
Rockall, FED. REP. GERMANY 5CO 
south Faroe GREECE 
FRA'~CE 5,35(1 
lRELA~!D 2,600 
ITALY . 
LUYH'30URG 
NETHERLA~:DS 
U'HTEO K p,-:!)OM 10,000 
-
Available fo,r 
(1r""~,..,. S;ilt~~ 
EEC Total 18, )CO 
vu BELGIUi1 
5( 0 
Cod Bristol 
Channel, dcept VII a DE~J~·~Ar<l( 
. 
vhi <ec-zone -West and FED. REP. GER~lANY 
south Ireland, 
English Channel GREECE 
Bay of Bhcay fRMICE IO,OCO 
IRFLMID 1 ,oc::> 
-
IT AL V .. 
LUXH'80URG 
-
. 4) • NETHERLA~!DS • ~ 
. 
U'HHD K I ~;G 00~1 1 ,oco . 
Available for l 
MP~ber States 
EEC Total 12,60·) 
Cod Irish Sea Vlia l'lELGiliM /10 I 
-------
DEW·1ARK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 1, 10< 1 
IRELA14D ? , OCO 
li~I Y 
-.!:.!JXH~!lOURG 
r;:-T..:»~I.".:lS ){)(· 
UN!TU· r:::;GnOr1 6,4co 
Availab~e hr I I~ er.: be r States 
EEC Total 1",,00( 
_j 
4 
St-ltf ~·.;q 1 )~? ~·~·tf'r ~ec'!rJ:;n;cal ICEsn.uo $e:ec,es 
RP1 ;ons o;v; •don 
e~LG ru·~ 
Cod East Greenland XIV (EC-z'one DP;:··t.RK 3, ')00 (1) Iceland Va(EC-zone) 
North of XII<EC-zone FED. REP. G!:RI·:ANY 10,000 
Azores GREECE . 
FRP.'ICE 
IRELAt:D 
ITALY 
LVXE:-'BOURG 
NETt-~ERLAr-:DS 
UNITED Kl~GDOI·I 1,500 
AvaHable for 
Member states 
EEC Total 15,000 
Cod West Greenland NAFO 1 BELG I ur1 
DEN~·1JIPI{ 53,000 {;>) 
FED REP GERI'oArJY 11,000 
GREECE 
FRM:CE 
JRELf.IID 
ITALY • •' 
LUXE:·'BOURG 
NEH•~RLA~.DS 
UNITED ~:H~GDOM 1,0()0 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total Gr,, ooo 
m A ..... 
C1) Catch possibilities reserved exclusively for the coastal fishe~mcn of.Grcenl<nd. 
(2) Of w~ich 50,000 tonnes rederved exclusively for the coastal fishermen of Ore!nland. 
. 
··-
I 
-
5 
': .. "'., 
. .... I 
Geograph;cal Quota 1982 
-s-
S:>cdcs ICES/NAFO ~:l''"her State Regions Division in ton"'-':; 
Cod St. Pierre et NAFO 3 Ps 
BCLGiur~ 
-
Miquelon DE r.:~·1ARK 
-
~- REP. GERMANY . 
GREECE . 
FRAr·:CC: ?,170 
_!~EL~t;D 
--
ITA!. Y 
- -
ll')(rr·'r'JllRG 
. 
_]£!HERLANDS 
...1!!!! T F D K I r;GODM 
Available for 
Me•1ber states 
EEC Total 5, l'r'O 
-
6 
~~;gr<~phical ICES/NAFO ~,.~-:a~r Stat~ Qu?U 1982 S::(·::~es 1n tonnes RPrJions D ;,,; !: ion 
. 
PEt r, J 11~1 10 
laddock Skagerrak and IIla ., Of.ll::,\f'lv. 7 t ('(lQ (1) . 
Kattcgat 
<?.> Daltic IIIb,c,d FED. REP. GEIH1~NY 280 
CEC zone> -GREECE 
. 
FP. AIJCE . 
IREtA:~o 
ITAL V 
Luxu::Jou~G 
t:ETH!:RLt';OS 10 
UNITED Kl:"-;GDO~l 
Av.l il al>l e for 
Member states 
EEC T.ota l 8,200 
Haddock North Sea IV BELG I ur·1 1,520 
Norwegian Sea IU (EC zone oq;r·lARI( 7,000 
FED, REP 1 GERMAI~Y 7,860 : 
GREECE 
FRA!;(E ·10, 76U 
-
IRELAND 
-
JTAL Y •' 
LUXEi·~OOL'RG 
f~ETHERLA~<DS 1,100 
. UN IT E D '< It:\i D0M 108,740 
-----
.. 
Available for 
Member states 
---EEC Total 136,98(l (3) 
,....,. . ,.,., ............ 
1) No fishing for this quota may take place in the Skaqerrak within 4 miles of the baselines 
of the Kingdom of Norway and the Kingdom .of Sweden respectively·and, in the Kattegat, 
within 3 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Sweden. 
2) No fishing for this quota ~ay take place in the Skagerrak within 12 miles of the baselines 
of the Kingdom of Norway and the Kingdom of Sweden respectively and, in the Kattegat,. 
within 12 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Sweden. 
3) Excludes estimated industrial by•catch. 
7 
.. 
. .. ~ 
:itc;ra~~ical ICES/~AFO Mt•bpr State 
· Cu:>ta 1922 
S;;eciu Reqions Division 
in to,.,nes 
---
~-
taddock ·~est of Scot- Vh 
BELGI Ul1 
-
land OErJ:·lARK 
South Faroe Vb (EC zone> FED. REP. GERMANY 50 
' GREECE I 
FRM:CE 4,100 
lREl MJD 1,850 
-
----· 
IT Al V . 
---
LUXEF80L'RG 
--·---
t~ETI 1 !?QLA':DS 
-
ur:ITfll Kl'~'iCOM 11,000 
Available for 
'~"~~:c SUts:~ 
EEC 'Total 1 ;T ,000 
- BELG I u:·l 
iaddoc:k Rockall ~Ib -DENr·lARK . 
FED. REP. GER~1ANY 
-
GREECE 
-
FRAilCE 
-
_jf_fl MID 
IT Al. Y .. 
-
LUXEI'iJOURG 
. 
NETHfRLM;:>S 
. 
U~J I iE D-K 1 r;""G:>Qiol 10,000 
-Available for 
1·1err.b£>r States 
EEC Total 10,000 
Haddock Irish Seil, VII OELG I W·1 ~0 
aristol \/1 II( E C-zone) DEN:-1/,RK 
Channel, FED. REP. GERMANY ·~est and South · 
Ireland GflEECE 
English Channel FRAIICE 2,600 3ay of Biscay 
IRELAND 600 
-l.IAU 
LUXrt-:P.OURG 
WTt~rQLA'.rlS 
ur;JrlD KJ:,GDCI1 ?~0 
- -/.vail.;ble for 
Me'llber States 
EEC Total .3,~0() 
-- -
i 
I ~3) 
8 
Geogrolphic:al ICES/NAFO fo!enber: State cuota 1982 ~cecies il"' tOI'\r"II.:'S ~t'(lions Divi~ion 
Saithe Skagerrak and II la, IV BELG Ill~~ 50 
Kattegat : Ila CEC. zon• ) OEN:·1ARK 4,000 (1) 
North Sea IIIb,c,d FED. REP. GERMANY 15,000 (2) CEC zone> 
--
---
Norwegian Sea GREECE . 
Baltic FRA'ICE 35,300 (2) 
. IRELAND 
ITALY . 
LUXEI·:BOURG 
tiETHERLAIIOS 150 (2) 
UNITED KINGDOii ] 1,000 (2) 
Available for 
r-1ember states 
EEC Total 65,500 
Saithe West of VI BELGIUI·l 
Scotland and 
..D.f.NI·1 AQ K 
. 
1 
Rock all FED_._ REP GER:~ANY 3,100 
South Faroe \t) (EC zone) 
GREECE 
FRMJCE 17' 110 
IRELf,:~o 630 
ITAI Y .. 
LUXEI·:SOURG 
Nc'•'HERLANDS 1--~ 
• ur: !TE D ~I ~luDOM 5,160 
.. 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 26,000 
... 
-
( 1) Fishfnq ·~or this quota m~y not take place, in thE' Skage'rrak, within 4 miles of the base-
lin~s of the Kin~dom of·Norway and of the Kin~dom of Sweden respectively, and in the 
Kattegat, within 3 miles of the baselines ·Of the Kingdom of Sweden. . ' 
< 2) Fishing for this quota mcf'y not take place, in the Skagerrak, within 12 miles :>f the base-
lines of'the Kingdom of ~orway and of the Kingdom of Sweden respectively, ·and in the 
Kattegat,. within 12 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Sweden.· 
9 
: ~: :< 
Species Geographical ICESitiAFO Me,..ber State 
O·;~ta 1982 
Regions Divhion in tonnes 
ElELG 1UI1 20 
Saithe Irish S~a \tii 
Bristol VIII CEC-zone DEN11ARK 
Channel FED. REP. GERMANY 
West and Soutl 
Ireland and GREECE 
. 
English FRA'ICE 3,100 
Channel IRELAND 1 . ~()0 . 
Bay of Biscay 
-~-y 
-
-
LUXft·'llOURG 
' 
i 
NETHERLAr~DS 
I UNITED KINGODM 
500 
Available for ·-
! 
J 
Member states 
EEC Total 5,100 
lO 
~·'!-ber State C.:..cta 1982 
S:•!: ies :i!-::;r.;::h~cal ICES/:IA=o in tonr·'l's P~oi::~ns Oivi!don 
nnr. r ':~~ 
Whiting Skagerrak Ilia 
on;··:AP.K 3,780 (1' 
FED. REP. GERf·1ANY 
GREECE 
, 
FRiV:CE 
·JRELf,t;D 
Il'AL Y . 
LUXE''::'iURG 
NETI~£:)L A::DS 70 
UNITED Kl:O.GDOI1 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 3,850 
-I • 
whiting Kattegat Ilia BH.GILH·1 
._O_f':'·'A:>O( 1 )·, roo (2) 
FE !I PF.P C:fP'•'f..';Y 
r,orrrr 
FPA':CE 
·-· 
J;;Et.:.'H> 
ITALY .. 
--~·· LUX!:~··fi:UPG 
I~ETI':.'lt.A'.~S 
------UtlliED r.H;:iCOM 
Ava i table for 
r~err.ber states 
.. EEC Total 1~). fl~10 
~ ,.,.._. 
-
1 
··--(1) Fishing for this quota ma~ not take place within 4 miles of the baselines of the Kinqdom 
of Norway and the Kingdom of Sweden respectively. 
(2) Fishi~g for this quota may not take place.within 3 mile~ of the baseli~es of t1e Kingdom 
of Swede(~. · 
ll 
( .... ~ . 
... """'' 
S;:t(-cies Geographical J CE S/IIAFO Me"'ber State Regions Division 
Whiting Baltic Itib,c,d BELGIU11 
(£C-zone> DENf·1ARJ< 
FED. REP. GERr·1ANY 
GREECE 
FRANC F. 
IRELAND 
IT Al. Y 
I 
LUXF.~·''10UQG 
t.;E T i'UlL A';D S 
l!IIIT f 0 K I ~;:;-:.JDM 
-Avai~able for 
Member states 
EEC Total 
Quota _1982 
in tonnes 
,1,900 
lOO 
. 
. 
. 
2,000 
-
. 
! 
. 
i. ,. 
~=-
I-
'· 
-·' 
I 
,_ 
12 
~·Hi .. J'ci"h iul lCESitiAFO M~Mber State 
Oto-::>ta 1982. 
Sr.ec i es Ot>n;ons Division in ton,.••!i 
.Whiting North Sea IV • OE'l~Illl~ 
2,200 
Norwegian Sea Ua (EC •zont oer;r·1ARK 7,130 
FED. REP. GER1·1ANY 4,3:50 
GREECE . 
FRAr;CE 21,480 
IRELAilD 
• ITALY 
l LUXf :·:r.ouRG 
NEHIERI.ArlDS R,ooo 
U~:ITED KINGD0~1 4),l00 
Availublc for 1 
~ll'r:!lH:r states 
EEC Total 
a8,340 t1) 
Whiting West of VI BELGJUI1 
• Scotland and Vb CEC zone DE~; 1·1AP.J< Rock all 
South zone FED 1 REP 1 GEIH4ANY lOO 
GRFECE 
FRANCE 2 ,c.,oo 
----~-
WEL AriD lt •'tOO 
ITALY .. 
LUXEI-1BOURG 
. 
tJETHfRLA::OS 
urH TE 0 K H~G DOM 9' ~'(\() 
Available for 
Member states 
-EEC Total 16,1.00 
-(1) Elccludes ·industrial by•cateh. 
13 
. 
:ie:;ra;:,nical ICES/1-.AFO 
l"e-!::er State 0\.00ta 1982 
5::-ecies Qt>oior.5 Oivi5ion in tonnes 
Whiting Irish ~ea BELG Il'~l 
100 
VII a 
D Ef'; ;.• M K 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE . 
FRM~CE 1,000 
IRELAND 5,440 
ITALY . 
LUXH1!30L:RG 
~:ETHER LA~:DS 20 
IJIHTED KINGDO~l S,t,t,(l 
Available for 
Mrmbrr states 
-·-
EEC Total 12,000 
" 
' 
Whiting English IJII (except SE LG J ur·l 200 
-Channel, VIIa) 
' 
DEN1·1ARK 
-
' Celtic Sea, i -l~est Ireland FED RF.P GER11ANY 
Bristol ' 
Channel GREECE 
F R Ar-J C E 12,300 : 
··-
-
I REL M~D 5,700 
-
JHLY 
-· LUXUlBOURG 
- --~.:H(RLMJDS lOO 
-
,_!JN! TE D KING 00~1 2,200 
Available for 
r·~er:lber states 
EEC Total 20,500 
.. 
14 
1982 f·: t•"'!>f!r State Q;,;l)ta 
~~-cc i cs G<:Cirtlphical lCES/NAFO in tonr~s RPnionc; l'livio;ion 
BELG 1 t::·l 60 Plaice Skagerrak Illa 7,8oo (1) Drr:::r.RK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 110 (l}_ 
- -
-GREECE 
. 
FRo\:~CE 
-
I~EU\ND 
ITALY . 
LUXfi'~80l;RG 
NF.T~fRLA'.DS 1,500 (3) 
·-UNITED K H;GDC~1 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 9,1100 
Plaice Kattegat IIIa BE LG I U~·l 
OH;I·'APK 6,230 (2) 
FED 1 REP 1 GERI~ANY ·ro ( ~) 
GREECE 
FP/,';(.( 
lRELfiNI> . 
-
ITALY .. 
-----·-·-LUX[ r·:!IOURG 
NETHERLA~IDS 
urHTEI> KINGD0f1 
Available for 
Me':lbf.'r !.tates 
EEC Total 6, )00 
(1) No fishing for this quota may take place within 4 miles of the baseti~es of the Kinydom 
of Norway and of the Kingdom of Sweden respectively. 
C2) No fishing for this quota may take place whhin 3 mile~ of the basel·ines of the Kingdom 
of Sweden. 
C3) Fishing for this quota may not take place; in the Skagerrak, within'12 Miles of the base-
lines of the Kingdom of Norway and of the Kingdom of Sweden respectively and, in the 
Kattegat; within 12 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Sweden. 
-15-
. 
':, ·~·~ J' .Jr,n; c.:al 1 CE ~Jr1AFO 
,.., .. ,b,.r St.lt~ r.· :1'\t .) 19R? 
:.p·~, , .. , D~'JiOn'i 0 i .,,; •don 
,..., t (Jr • • "', 
-
Plaice Salt ic Uib,c,d BELGIUM 
tEC zon~ 0Et::·1ARK 4,500 
FED. REP. GERr•1ANY 300 
GREECE 
fR,\\CE 
-
iRELArJD 
ITALY . 
LL'XE;·~:!OURG 
~lETHERLAr:OS 
UfiiTE::> KI:-.:iOOr-1 
Available for 
r·1eMber states 
EEC Total 4,Aoo 
Plaice North Sea !v BELG Iur1 71170 
Norwegian Sea tla (EC zone) . [)E ~.~·· AQK 20zOOO 
FED 1 QEP 1 GERf·1.~NY o,OOO 
. 
GR~ECE 
FRAIJCF. 1,150 
IRELAND 
ITAI. Y •' 
LUXEf-;fJOL'R~ 
--NE THERlA:;:lS --- 49,400 
-
UNITE 0 K l ~:GOOM 1,6,280 
Avc.ilable for 
r.er:ber states 
EEC Total 130,000 
-----..-..-
16 
! 
~ 
Species Ge.,.,r.\phic;.,l ICEStt;AFO ~"!"'t',~r Stat~ 
Cvota 1982 
Reqions Division 
in tonnes 
Plaice West of Scot- VI 
OELGIU:1 
land Vb (EC zone> 0(t.::1ARK 
Rockall 
South Faroe 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRf,t,CE 5( . 
lRELM:!) 660 
!TAL Y 
. 
LUXEI·:BOURG 
t:fTHERLM:DS 
ll~lt Tf 0 Y. H:fi !I OM 9Cl(l 
Ava ilc1ble for 
r:!l:":b"C Slat~~ 
EEC Total 1,6l(o 
Plaice Irish Sea vu a BELGIUM 200 
. 
DE'WARK 
FED. REP. GER!~ANY 
GREECE ' 
FRAIJCE }(j(l 
IR!:LII~~D 1,45() 
ITALY .. 
lUXEfOOL'Q!j 
NETHERLt.':DS 50 
UNITf r.l K !NGDOM 1 ,8U~l 
Available for 
l'!er bC'r Stat~S· 
EEC Total 3,6oo 
Plaice West Ireland VII b,c 8ELGIU11 
DEN~·iARK 
. 
FED. llEP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 1)0 
IRELAND 12() 
I!ll' X 
-
~XE~~!iOURG 
.l~"":'roq·, M:~s 
U~UTED KINGDOI'1 
Available for 
MeMber States 
. 
EEC Total 160 
17 
-:ie:graph,cal lCES/NAFO l·~c-::er Stat~ 
Quota 1982 
sc.t•c ies ll,.,;ons Oivic;ion tn tonnrs 
Plaice Eng l1 sh VII d,e.· 
BELGiu:·1 4Ao 
~hannel DErJii,ARK 
FED. REP. GER1·1ANY 
. 
GREECE 
. 
FR~~~CE 1, '(00 
IRELA:;D 
---
ITALY . 
-· 
LUXEi·~OOURG I 
. ' ! 
NETHERLA:;DS i 
ur;ITED KINGD0~1 1,520 I 
Available for 
~1er.:ber states 
EEC Total 3, '(00 
Pla1 ce Bristol VII f,g BE t.G I LH-1 360 
Channel and DE~:1·1ARI< 
. 
South-East 
Ireland FED 1 REP 1 GERI~MJY 
GREECE 
-
FRMJCE 6)0 
lRELAr>D 60 
ITALY .. 
. 
LUXCr·:llOURG 
trETHfRLAUDS 
UNITED KH;GDOM 340 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 1,1110 
-
18 
:.. . ·. :-: "1 
Species Geo')r.lJJhical ICES/NAFO ~1er~her St·ate 
·Quota 1982 
Regions Division in tonrlf.'S 
Plaice 3ay of Biscay Vlll BELGIU~i 
cec-zone> OEN~1ARK 
-
FED. REP. GERr4ANY 
. 
GREECE . 
FRf,"'CE 250 
IRELArlD . 
ITALY 
lUXf~·'~I)L!QG 
-
NFTHfRLANDS 
.. 
lJrJ!Tf:O KI~!GOOM 
-Available for 
Member states 
·-EEC Total 2')0 
19 
:;rcc~< 
Species GeogrcJphical ICES/NAFO Me,..bP.r State 
Quota 1982 
Regions Division in tonnes 
American St. Pierre et NAF0.3 Ps BELGIU:1 
Plaice Miquelon DU·H~ARK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
-
FRM~CE 550 
IRELAND . 
ITALY 
LUXf.r-'90UilG 
NETHERLANDS 
urn TE D K I 1'-;GODM 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 550 
20 
STOCI( 
s~~ci~s Geographical ICES/NAFO Me,.. her State 
Quota 198;_1 
R~gions Division in tonnt's 
Witch St. Pierre NAFO 3 Ps 
BELG I \.!~·1 
Miquelon OENI•iARK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
. 
GREECE . 
FRIINC~ 410 
IRELAND . 
ITALY 
l UXt:,.flOURG 
- --
NETHERLANDS 
ur:nro KIN(';N>M 
Available for 
~1e'llber states 
EEC Total 4W 
,jeqrapnical ICES/~AFO Species Reqions Division 
Skagerrak and Ilia i. Sole I. 
Kattegat 
Baltic IIIb,c± 
<EC zo I ) 
I 
: 
sole North Sea IV 
Norwegian Sea Ila (EC zone 
Sole West Scotland VI 
Rockall, Vb <EC zone> 
South Faroe 
. 
( 1) See foot now ( 1), pare 6 
(2) See footnote {2), P~Fe 6 
21 
l"e~b.,.,. State :luota 1982 in tor <'es 
BELGIUr1 
DEW·lARK 520 ( 1 ) 
FED. REP. GER1·1ANY 30 ( ?) 
GREECE 
FRANCE , 
IRELAND 
'ITALY . 
LUX Er-~BOURG 
NETHERLA~JDS 50 ( 2) 
UNITF.D K!~Jf,DOM -
Available fcir 
1:!"""0",. S!2tl'S 
EEC Total 600 
-~ 
BELGiur1 1.580 
.-
DENr·1ARK 825 
-
FED. REP. GERI·1ANY 600 
-
GREECE 
FRANCE 1,725 
JRF.LMJD 
ITALY 
-· 
LUXEi·180URG 
NETHERLArJDS 15.070 
·-
UNITEt> KINGDOM 1,000 
Available for 
J>1ember States 
EEC Total 20.800 
8ELGIU11 
DENMARK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND t10 
JTAI Y 
LUXEI~O'JURG 
_11fTI-I(Rl A'iDS 
UNITEi:> KINGDON 10 
Available for ; 
1·1ember States 
EEC Total 50 • 
22 
o;Tflrl( 
Specit'S j~c·;raphical ICES/NAFO r-."'"b~r St{lteo 
Cuota 1982 
. 
Reqions Division 
in torr·•.>o:.. 
. 
BELG 1 W·1 790 
Sole Irish Sea VII a DEW·lARK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
-
GREECE 
FRA~;CE 10 
IRELM:O 19~ 
'ITALY 
-
LUXHiBOURG 
- .. --
NETHERLA~~DS 250 
UNITED K H~'iDON 35~ 
Available for 
l:lembec Sii!U:! 
EEC Total 1,600 
Sole West Ireland VII b,c BELGIUM 
DENr·lARK . 
-
FED. REP. GER~iANY 
-
GREECE 
-
FRANCE 10 
IRELAtiD 4C 
-
-· 
ITALY .. 
LUXH1BOURG 
NETHERLA';:>S 
UNITED KH.;GDOM 
Available for 
Member States 
.. EEC Total 5C 
Sole English Channel V lid 
BELGIUr·l 470 
East DENf·lARK 
FED. REP. GERI~ANY 
GREECE 
.. 
FRA'lCE 1.380 
IRELAND 
ITA! Y 
LUXEi-1BOURG 
__NETHER! f,'JDS 
UNITED KINGDOM 15C 
Availab.Le for 
Member States 
-EEC Total 2,000 , 
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---: •• _ ; <; 
Species Geographical ICES/NAFO Me~ber State 
Quota 1982 
Regions Division in tonnes 
BELGIUM 3) 
Sole English Channel VII e DENf~ARK 
West 
FED. REP. GERr~ANY 
-GqEECE 
. FRA~JCE 4~0 
IRELAND . 
ITALY 
LUXE'·'BOURG 
NETHERLANDS ... 
L:NITED KINGODM eco, 
Available for 
t-iember states 
EEC Total l, 3C·.O 
24 
Geograph;cal ICES/NAFO l·~enber State 
Ouota 1982 
~·P<-'cies Rerdonc; Div;s;on in ton'I<.'S 
Sole Bristol Channe VII f,g £1flGltJM 
Q')O 
---
South-East DEW·1ARK 
Ireland FED. REP. GERf~ANY 
GREECE 
' 
FRA~CE 105 
IRELAND 100 
ITALY . 
LUXEI-180URG 
--NETHERLA1:DS 
UNITED KINGDO~I 145" 
Available fol" 
Member states 
EEC Total ] '300 
Sole Bay of Biscay VIII BELGIUf·l 10 
CEC zone) DE~>f~Aql( . 
FED. REP I GERf~ANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 2.9q0 
IRELAND 
ITALY •' 
LUXE1·1BOURG 
NETHERLANDS 100 
~ UNITED KINGDOM 
Available for 
Mer.~ber states 
.. EEC Total 3,100 
(4) 
25 
'ST'JCI( 
Geographical ICES/NAFO 
Member State Quota 1982 
Species Reo ions Division 
in tonnes 
. BELGJUI~ 
Mackerel Skagerrak and IIIa ' 
Kattegat DENri,/IRK 
North Sea IV FED. REP. GERI~ANY 
Baltic Sea II Ib,c,d GREECE (EC zone> 
Norwegian Sea Ila <ec· zon ) FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY . 
LUXEI·1BOURG 
NETHERLAr1DS 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 0 
Mackerel West Scotland VI BELGIUI·I 
Rockall, VII DENI~ARK Irish Sea, VIII Bristol FED REP GERMANY 18,000 
Channel, (EC-zone) --
West and So!Jth GREECE 
'vb (EC zone -Ireland, FRANCE 12,000 
English IRELAND 56,000 Channel, 
Bay of Biscay ITALY 
.. 
South Faroe 
LliXEI·100URG 
NETHERLANDS 21,000 
UNITED KINGDOM 167,000 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 274,000 
26 
G~;:o'}r.:.phical I CES/I~AFO Member State 
Quota 1982 
SPI!Cies in ton.,,.s Rel'licn<> Divi<>ion 
Sprat Skagerrak and Ilia 11Ft G I l'~·i 
Kattegat OEt:r·:fiRK 47,900 ( 1 ) 
-
FED. REP. GERf4ANY 100 ( 2) 
-
GREECE 
-
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY . 
LUXEr-~!30URG 
NETHERLAr:DS 
U:HTE D KING D01·1 
Available for 
~ieT.ber states 
EEC Total 4~,000 
Sprat Baltic IIIb,c,d BELGIUf·l 
<ec-zone> 
_D_fNf·1ARK 2,700 
FED, REP I GERfMNY 700 
--
GREECE 
fRArlCE 
lRELi•ND 
--· 
ITALY 
LUXH'BOURG 
NETHERLA~.DS 
UtHTED KINGDOM 
·-Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 3,Ll00 
. 
(1) No fishing for this quota may take place, in the Skagerrak, within 4 m'iles of the baselines 
of the Kinqdom of Norway and the Kingdom of Sweden respectively and, in the Kattegat, 
within 3 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Sweden. • ·. , 
(2) Finhinr for this quota ·may not take place~ in the Skar:errak, within l 2 miles of the 
baoelines of th.e Kinrdom. of Norway and of the Kintdom o'f Sweden rcr.pectively and, in 
the Katter,at, within 12 miles of the baselines of the Kinfdom of Swe~en. 
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··----~ ro~< 
Spec 1es Gtographical ICES/NAFO MeMber State 
Ouota 1982 
Regions Division in tonn<'s 
Sprat North Sea IV BELGIU11 
Norwegian Sea Ua <ec-zone OEN11ARK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
. 
GREECE -
F:RANC!: 
IRELAND . 
ITALY 
-
LUXEI-!ROURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED KP::iO~t-', I 
Available for 325,000 I Member states 
EEC Total 32'),000 
28 
.; T,: ~< 
Species Geographical lCES/~AFO Me..,ber State 
Ol.Ota 1982 
Regions Division in tonnes 
Horse North Sea, IV, VI, BELGIUM 
Mackerel wnt Scotland, VII, VIII OEN1·1ARK 
Rock all,- CEC zone) 
Irish Sea, FED. REP. GERMANY 
Bristol Channe , GREECE . 
West and South 
, 
Ireland, FRAN~E 
English IRELAND 
Channel~ 
Bay of Biscay ITALY 
L UXEi-'30liRG 
NETHE~LM~DS 
UtJITD I< H::iODM 
Available for 
Member states 2t14,000 
EEC Total 244,000 
----
(S) 
29 
. 
t·:e~tler State ~t..ota 1932 
:i·::JrJ:;hical ICES/rlAFO in ton".-·~ Scecies Re'liOI"S Division 
BELG ru:·l 
Hake Skagerrak and Ilia DE'::·'ARK 1,300 (1) Kattegat --
Baltic Sea IIIb,c,d reo. REP. GERMANY 
<EC zone> 
GREECE 
F RA~~ C E . 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXEI·iBOURG 
NE THE RL A~·:DS 
UN liED KING D0~1 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 1' 300 
Hake North Sea, IV, VI, BE LG I ur·1 200 
\~est Scotland, VII, VIIIa,b DFNI~ARK 500 
Rock all Vb <EC zone> 
______ .. _ 
Irish Sea, V li I( EC-zone) FED REP GERI~ANY "0 
Bristol Channe , GREECE West and South 
Ireland, FRM:CE 20,500 
English IREU~;D 1,300 
Channel, 
Bay of Biscay ITALY 
South Faroe LUXH:f'l'JURG 
NETHERLMiDS 200 
U~JiiEV f..ir,\JLJUi~ 4,250 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 27,000 
(1) No fishinq for this quota may take place, in the Skagerrak, within 4-~iles of the base-
lines of the Kingdom of Norway and the Kingdom of Sweden respectively and, in the 
Kattegat, within 3 miles of the baselines of the Kingdo111 of Sweden. . . 
-
30 
:·::< 
Species Gecgraphical ICES/IJAFO 
~·~?,..her State Ouota 1982 
Regions Division in tonnes 
BELG I U~·l 
Anchovy Bay of Biscay VIII 
DENNARK 
FED. REP. GERI~ANY 
. 
G~EECE . 
FPA~:CE 3,000 
IRELAND . 
ITALY 
lUX E r·'ElQURG 
NETHERLI.ti!>S 
U'HTED KI~;GODM 
Available for 
~lember states 
EEC Total 3,000 
31 
I STOCK 
' Species 
Geographical ICES/NAFO Me,..ber State Quota 1982 
Regions Division in tonnes 
Norway Pout Skagerrak and IIIa, BELGIUM -
Kattegat, DENr-IARK 
North Sea IV <EC-zone) 
Norwegian Sea l~a(EC-zone) FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND . 
ITALY 
l UXE ~1BOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED KINGODM 
Available for 321,000 Member states 
-EEC Total 321,000 
32 
~·::< 
G~ographical ICES/IiAfO Me,..ber Stat~ Quota 1982 Species Regions Division in tonnes 
BLue North Sea, 
BELGIUr~ 
IV (EC-zone> 
I Whiting West Scotland, VI, VII, DEN:·1ARK --. 
Rock all, XIV (EC-zone FED. REP. GERMANY 
Irish Sea, XII (EC-zone . 
Bristol Channe , GREECE -
West and South 
· FRANCE 
Ireland, 
IRELAND English 
Channel, ITALY 
East Greenland 
Ncirt h Azores LUXEI·180URG NETHERLANDS 
-
UNITED KINGODM 
---Available for 
fo1ember states 415 000 
'-
EEC Total 415,000 
33 
~, :,r:,:< 
Species Geographical ICES/NAFO ~lertber s'tate 
0l;ota 1982 
Regions Division in tonnes 
~ BELGIUM 
Sandeel East Greenland XIVCEC-zone 
South F.aroe Vb (EC zone) DENr~ARK --
FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
-~-
LUXtr."R:)UqG 
NETHERLA~DS 
L'"'ITED KI!;GODM 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 0 (1) 
-
I) With the exception of certain catch possibilities for experimentat purposes. 
34 
: '.;: ( 
Gto')raphical lCES/NAFO Me,.,her Statt Quota 1982 Species Regions Division in tonnes 
Sandeel West Greenland NAFO 1 BELGIUI~ 
DENHARK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
, 
GREECE 
FRAtJCE 
IRELAtJD . 
ITALY 
LUXE1·'80URG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED KINGODM 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 0 (1) 
I 
(1) With the exception of certain catch PfSSibilities for expe~imental purposes. 
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I r·•e,.,ber State r.uota1?Z2 - G•:l)'lr ... ;:,hical ICESnAFO ;; ,_., i (·~ intc•rr-, P~>I'Jinnc; Oivic;ion 
flELGil'M 
Redfish North West V (EC-zone) OE~;;·1ARK 'iOO (1) Iceland, 
t.o, ~.oo 
South XIV CEC-zone) FED. REP. GERI·lANY F. a roe 
East Greenland GREECE . 
-
FR~~:cE 
IRELAriD 
ITALY 
. 
LUXE:·:SOLJ% 
NETI-'E'lLA~;DS 
u~;ITED KHIGDOr-1 lOO 
Available for 
l·lenber states 
EEC Total IL 1, "·00 
Redfish West Greenland NAFO 1 BELGIU1·1 
OENI~A'lK !1. {ll)(l ( 1) 
FED REP GERI·~ANY ':,100 
-
GREECE 
FRAIICE 
IRELA:~D 
ITALY .. 
LUXE;,I·lBOURG 
NETI-'ERLM.DS 
-UNITED KINGDOM ]()0 
Available for 
l·ler:1ber states 
EEC Total S1 • '_.DO 
(1) Reserved exclusively for the coastal fishermen of Greenland. 
36 
:r~:< 
S"ecie!l Geographical ICES/NAFO Mer~ her State 
. 01..0ta 1982 
Regions Division in tonn .. ~ 
Redfish St. Pierre and NAFO 3Ps BELGIUM 
Miquelon DHH·1ARK 
FED. REP. GERI~ANV 
. 
GREECE 
FRA~JCE 2,.000 
IRELA'I;D . 
ITALY 
LUXH~BOURG 
-· 
~:ETHERLM:DS 
.. 
ur~ITED KINGODM 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 2,000 
6) 
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1 ~ .• 
.... -t~r Srat~ : .-:. t a .. ' -~ 
. I r,, •• r.-~,~al 1C ~ :i/',AFO in tOrr'l!'S \1..... ..... '-:: .. ': ~ t':; c ,.~ .... ,.., Oiv·i<inn 
trcr\h ~st rr l.'i I tJ'·~ Greenland ce anu, V,(EC-zone> so Halibut South Faroe, : xxv<ec.:.zone OEr;;lt,QK 
East Greenland FED. REP. GERf~ANY 3,000 
GREECE 
FR·~·;cE 
IRE LA'jD 
ITALY 
LUXE?~CL'RG 
-NETI-lf RLf.':DS 
UfHTED KINGDOM 150 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total '\, :·oo 
Greenland West Greenland NAFO 1 B:LG!Url 
halibut DE~:·~/101( .l, t (I( ;(I (1) 
FED REP GERfi,ANY 1,200 
GREECE 
FRAr.CE 
IRELM~D 
ITALY ,• 
lUXEf·1flOLJRG 
NET Hr RI. /1.'10 <; 
urnTE o K JNGDON 50 
·-Available for 
Mr ·brr ·.,: a~es 
f----
·-EEC Total 
'{, 2'JO 
-
s 
-(1) Reserved exclusively for Greenland coastal fishermen. 
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I 
I I .,.,._!:'~r S~J~t : .. ~ l I • •-:.t.:;' ... .:"~c .. ~ :~.:s, .. :.;J ~"' t ... ,. ,.. ,"',. ... ·: = . t: ~ ~ ' ~~~,,-,..111\ '\iv•c::ic"' 
r~! r, I ., 
Halibut East Green lane XlVCE.C'7ZOne ~.!ll (1) oEr;·.·r,qo: 
FED. REP. GER~·1ANY 
C.RfECE 
FR~I;CE -
- -
!REL:.~JO 
!Tf.LY 
Ll'\ r•.·::"URG 
t!ETH£ RLM:OS 
UNITED Klf\:~001·1 
Av.,ilable for 
~1e"'bt"r states 
-EEC Total uo 
Halibut ·~est Greenland NAFO 1 BELGiur1 
ormAt~K ] ~ (\()(\ (1) 
FED REP GERr~ANY 
GRt~CE 
-
FRA'!CE 
IRELArlO 
ITAI Y •' 
LL!XEr·''li"URG 
NFTt•rrlr A'.[''l 
UNITED KJr,GDOM 
Available for 
r~e~be r states 
EEC Total l,Ot•O 
<1> Reserved exclusivety for coastal fishermen of Greenland. 
39 
. f4" .. !." r 'l t .\ t ~ Ouota 1982 
' 
':, •·:, ·; r .,:,•.; c ..s l I tc::,Jr.~F~ in torr,. .. c; .. ..; ... :, •: ~ :.I"'Jl,.,f'l"'; c;,,,,.,t'in 
r• r 1 r, =I II 
!1\r i mp'9 East Greenland XIV(EC-zone) 2,')?5 (2) 
North West VCEC-zone> r r • ... :. :: •' 
Iceland, (1) I H~. PEP. GE'lt·~ANY 
South Faroe 
' 
. 
r:;:-~'C: 
r~.~·:cE 525 
P~:..~·.D 
n;.:..v 
L•J·:··=::~~~ 
•.;:- ..... :- o·_ :.·. ".; 
-
c·.: iE ~ 'r '.~ )0:·1 
. 
Av.1ilacle . for 
1-'!·~t~r states 
EEC Total 3,0')0 
Shrimps west Greenland NAFO 1 B~ ~G I L''1 -(1) 2(\,2)() (..) ~~·.··:,Oil' 
Ffrl DfP GE::W:."'Y 
(.C:~fl': 
p::.•;(£ 401· 
IPELA'.D 
!TAL Y 
-LUX(:··::'~·-:JG 
r;£r~~~;,!..:.-.~s -
v;n~:> r.! •. J ~0i1 
Avai l.'•bll.' for 
r··,..~ ter states 
EEC Total 2e,6')u 
(1) eoa·stal fishing within 12 miles from the baselines of Greenland is reserv~d 
exclusively for Greenland fishermen. 
<2> Of whlch 2,000treserved exclusively for Greenland fishermen 
(3) ot' which 27,R50t reserved exclusively for, Greenland fishermen. 
.. 
. 
40 
;, f ~Cl{ I i-· Cuota 1982 S,:>ec ies Geographical ICES/NAFO Mel"ber State in tonr'leS Regions Division 
BELGIUr~ 
Shrjmps French Guyana OENf<lARK 
.. 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
. 
GREECE 
FPM!CE 
lRELA'lD . 
ITALY 
LUXEi''50URG 
NETI-'ERLANDS 
-··---
l!tHTED KINGOD~: 
-Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total (1) 
(1) See Regulation (CEE) no /82, . 1982. 
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Gc.-.:l;r.;;.r.;,al JCES/P,Ml 1"•-t~r Sta!f !:.JOt l 1%7 ~=-~ci~s ll.,.,;ono; n ;v; •don in t'=,..n··~ 
Htorring Skagerrak · Ula BFLGIU''. 
oEr::···''lK 25,000 (1) (2) 
FED. REP. GERt•'AI:Y 400 (3) 
I 
-
GPEECE 
fD~';CE 
IRELM;O 
ITALY 
LUl!E'-'SOt;'<u 
~::Tf-C:RU'.:>S 
u~;ITED KH,SDOr-1 
Available for 
M.e""ber states 
EEC Total 25,400 
{1) Fishing for this quota may not take place in the Skagerrak within 4 mi_les oft 1e 
baselines of the Kingdom of Norway and the Kingdom of Sweden respectively. 
<2> Fishing for this quota may not take place, in the Kattegat, within 3 miles of the 
b~~elines of the Kingdom of Sweden. 
(3) Fishing for this quota may not take place, in the Skagerrak, within 12 miles of the 
baselines of the Kingdom of Norway and the Kingdom of Sweden respectively and, in the 
Kattegat, within 12 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Sweden. 
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Spc:i~s · :il'Ojrl .. lliCal ICES/NAFO Me" ber Statt' 
Cuota 1982' 
Reo ions Oivhion in tonnes 
Herring Baltic Ill, b,c,d BELGIU~~ 
CEC zone> OENr•1ARK 18,900 ' 
FED. REP. GERMANY 15,000 I 
GREECE . 
FRA';CE 
IRELAr:D 
ITALY 
LUXEI-'BOURG 
,_ETf-IERLA':DS 
. 
U~HTED KINGDOM 
Available for 
Memb~>r States 
EEC Total 33,900 
Herring Nort~ of NOit Sea, IV a BELGIUM 
Norwegian Sea Ila (EC zone DENf·1ARK 
FED. REP. GER~1ANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY .. 
LUXEFBOURG 
. 
NETHERLArlDS I 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Available for 
Me~ber States 
E:t;_ Tr;~~l . 
- . 
' 
' 
:...= ',1' ....... 
FED. REP. GERr:,r.r,v 
G-RH CE 
. 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
TTAI V 
LUXE;::l:'URG 
.w:r~r;,,_ ~·.os 
UNITf.D·KI'\GDOM -
Available for -
Member States 
EEC Total -0 
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,. 
vl..Ota1982 Me":ber State G~:ogr.lphical ICES/NAFO in tonn .. s S"'ecies Re., ions 0 i vi •:inn 
BELGIUM -~-000 
Herring southern IVc, OENr4ARK 3.000 . North Sea, BLackwater 
East En_gL ish stock excl., FED. REP. GERf.,ANY 3.000 
Channel VIId 
GREECE 
FRAtiCE 14.000 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXEr-iOOURG 
NETI-lERLM:DS 13.000 -
UNITED KINGDOM 24.000 
Available for 
f>1eMber states 
EEC Total 58,000 
BELGiur·1 . Southern Herring North Sea lVc 
\'Blackwater OI=Nr·IARK 
stock)(1) FED REP GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY . 
LUXEr·~BOURG 
NETHEqLAND_~ 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Available for 
~!ember states 
EEC Total (.\ 
(1) Maritime region of the Thames Estuary between Felixstowe and North Foreland Jithin 
6 miles from U.K. baselines 
~ 
I 
. 
•. 
-
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c ... ot.t 1<;.>~2 
I ICESN1t.;O 
u,.-t:•r Sto~~~ 
G~:.·;r.t:.'~te.Ol ;n ton,.•·!. 
::..•·: l t'S p.,.,;")r'lt; Divio;ion 
nerring West Scotland VIa N: PE I. G It •M 
VIa north DEIWARK 
(ex cl • Clyde}. of 56° N FED. REP. GERf·TANY 7,000 
Rockall, and in 
South Faroe that part GREECE 
of VIa FR~';CE 1,000 
which is 9,200 
situated IRELAr~D 
east of ITALY 
7°W and 
north of LUX E f~OOURG 
55°N; NETHERLANDS 7,000 
VIb, UN IT E 0 K I N:j OO~l 32,000 
Vb <Eczone Available for 
M~,;ber states 
EEC Total 56,200 
. 
Herring VIa S: eELGIU~1 
VIa south Oe;~·'ARK 
of 56.0 N FED. REP. GERMANY 
and west 
S~otland, of 70W,· GREECE West 
Clyde; 'VIIb,c 
FRAr:cE 
excl. 
10,000 IRELA':O West of Irelan 
ITALY 
LUXEi,.30tJ% 
NETHERLA'\DS 1,~00 
l!IJTTFO K JN';OQM 
Av.1 i L1blt> for 
'"' r ~ .. c: ~S~l!:~ 
EEC Total 11,000 
1--· 
Herring West Scotland VIa BELGiur·T 
C Clyde stock). OE';?AO< 
(1) 
Fto, RFP 1 GERf·1ANY 
GREECE 
FRA':CE 
IRE Lf,:;o 
ITALY 
LUXC'f::)URG 
IJETt<~>l!...A':OS 
UIJITED KINGDOM 2,50() 
Available for 
Me~ber states 
EEC Total 2,50[] 
(1) ~~ritime region situated to the North East of a line drawn between the Mull of 
Kintyre and Corsewall Point. 
. 
I 
-·-
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-.. :-: 
Quota 1982 GeogrJpl'lical ICES/NAFO ~e .. ~u Stau in tonn•!S S::.e~ its Regions Division 
Herring Irish Sea VII a (1) BELGiur~ 
<Mourne stock> DEN~·~ARK 
FED. REP. GERr~ANY 
-GREECE 
FP.A'!C!: 
IRELMjD 200 
ITALY 
LUXEr·~50UQG 
NETHERLANDS 
U1HTED KI%0DM 400 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 600 
. 
. 
Cl> ICES zone VIJa is reduced by the zone(added to the Celtic Sea bounded by 
latitude 52°30'N on the North 
- latitude 52°00'N on the South 
- the Coast of Ireland on the West 
- the Coast of the United Kingdom on the East. 
. 
46 
..... ,.. ~'If 
.J ..... 
Geographical ICES/NAFO Mel"ber State Quota 1982 S:::ecies Regions Division in tonnes 
-BELGIUM 
Irish Sea < 1> VII a (2) )terring 
<Man stock> DENr·IARK 
~ 
' 
FED. REP. GERMANY . 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 800 
ITALY 
LUXEr·~?~UQG 
. 
NETHERLMJDS 
UI~ITED KINGDOM 2, 400 
Available for 
MeMber states 
EEC Total 3,200 
. 
1) RPfcrcnce is to the herring stock in the Irish Sea (ICES Zone VIIa) excluding the 
zones referred to in footnote (2) below and footnote (1) to the Mourne stock 
~> ICES zone VIIa is reduced by the zon~ added to the Celtic Sea bounded by : 
- latitude 52°30'N on the North 
- latitude 52°00 1N on the South 
- t~1e Coast of Ireland on the West 
- t.1e Coast of the United Kingdom on the East. 
I 
I 
. 
--
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-
Sp(c1es Geographical ICES/NAFO 1·1ember State Quota 1982 R('<1iOnS Division in tornes 
Herring English V lie BELGIUM 
Channel OEI\i·1ARK 
W!st, 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
-
GREECE 
FRANCE 25C 
IRELAND 
ITALY .. 
LUXE~1BOURG 
NETHERLA~~DS 
UNITED KINGDOM 2')0 
Available for 
r~ember States 
EEC Total ')00 
Herring Bristol VIIf BELGiur1 
-
Channel DENf•1ARK 
FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRFL.A~JD 
IT AI_ V 
LUXEn'OURG 
_NfTf<ERL A'WS -
UNITED KINGDOM 
Available for 
Member States 
EEC Total 
0 
48 
~. ~ :C' 
Geographical ICES/NAFO Me,.,ber State Species Rea ions Divhion 
Herring c'eltic Sea VUg•k (1) BELGIUM 
CBantry Bay ' DEtlf•IARK 
excepted) FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXE1·180URG 
NETHERLMIDS 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 
Herring South-West vu g-k BELGIUM . 
Ireland 
_ D_EW~ARK 
<Bantry Bay 
only) FED. REP. GERMANY 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY .. 
LUXEI~BOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 
<1> Augmented by the zone bounded by - latitude 52°30'N on the North · • 
- latitude 520QQ 1N on the South 
Ouota 19R2 
in tonnes 
. 
(2) 
0 
L>,OOO 
-
u,OOO 
- the coast of Irel~nd on the West 
- t.he coast of the United Kingdom ~n the East • 
. 
<2> Ireland ~s authorized to carry out directed fishing for herring'ijp to ,.OOU ton~es 
by boats based in ports adjacent to this area, provided that the only method of• fishing allqwed'~s drift netting with nets the size of which is not less than 54-mm, stretch~d 
mesh, a~d subject to a licencing scheme to be.approved by the Commission.; 
49 
. . !·:;-: 
Geographical ICESmAFO l'le,.l:'ler State a~.ota 1982 
'Species Regions Division in tonn1:s 
West Greenland NAFO 1 BELGiur1 Catfish 
DE~·lfo!ARK 4,000 (1) 
----
- .. 
FED. REP. GERMANY 2,000 
GREECE 
FRA•!CE 
IRELAND . 
ITALY 
LUXEr·1BOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UIJITED KINGODM 
-Available for 
Member states 
EEC Total 6,000 
(1) Reserved exclusively for Greenland cqastal fishermen. 
50 
::.; :-. 
S;:ecies GecgraJ;hical ICES/r:AFO Me~ber State 
Quota 1982 
Regions Division in tonnes 
Capelin East Greenland XIV (EC-zone BELGiur1 
North. West V(EC-zone> DEW~ARI< 30,000 -· 
Iceland, FED. REP. GER11ANY 
South Faroe GREECE -
FRAtJCE 
IRELA~JD . 
ITALY 
LUXEr··soURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UI~ITED I<INGODM 
Av!li lable for 
Menber states 50,000 
EEC Total Bo, ooo 
51 
~1e-ber State Quota 1982 Geographical ICES/NAFO in tonrrs S;:;t.-cies Reo ions Division 
BELGIUM 
Salmon Baltic Sea Ill b,~,d DENMARK 815 (EC-zone>. 
FED. REP. GERMANY 35 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXE~1BOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED KINGD0~1 
Available for " 
~1embrr states 
EEC Total r.so 
'I---
Salmon West Greenland NAFO 1 BELG I Uf·1 -
West of DENt~MK 1,253 (1) 440QQ 1 W) 
-----
FED REP. GERMANY 
-~-----I 
' 
GREECE 
-·---
FRANCE 
-----------
IRELAND 
-·-...._......~----
ITALY .. 
--LUXEf~BOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
-UNITED KINGDOM 
Available for 
Member states 
···------EEC Total 1,253 
(1) Catch possibilities exclusively reserved to coastal fishermen of Greenland. 
